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"(3274) Victim, More Than (1100) Prisoner and About (220,000) Refugees 

(80,000) of them Reached Europe, and Others of Human Rights' Files are 

being discussed in a Report is Released by Action Group and Return Center 

Called 'Palestinians' of Syria between Travelling and Vanishing" 

 
 

 

 Bloody bombing targets eastern and western lane in Khan Al Sheih's camp. 

 A bombing that hits Handarat camp in Aleppo and fierce clashes in its 

neighborhood. 

 A Lebanese decision states to pay 200$ in order to renew the residence 

permits for Palestinians' of Syria. 
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Action Group 

Under the title of " Palestinians of Syria between travelling and 

vanishing", both of Action Group for Palestinians' of Syria and the 

Palestinian Return Centre had set a documentary field semiannual report 

about the situations of Palestinians' of Syria between January till June 

from the year 2016. 

The report talks about the related 

issues of Palestinians' of Syria in 

seven fields. As top priority, it 

focuses on Palestinian refugees 

in camps and the Palestinian 

gatherings inside Syria. Such as 

Yarmouk Camp, Khan Al Sheih's 

camp, AL Saieda Zainab camp, 

Husainyia camp, Sbeina Camp, 

Jermana camp, Khan Danoon 

camp, Dara’a Camp , Nairab 

camp , Handarat camp , Al 

Aedein Camps in Homs and 

Hammah , Raml camp and 

Ladiqyya camp.  

The second field discusses the suffering of Palestinian refugees from 

Syria to the new diaspora in each Lebanon, Gaza, Turkey and Europe. In 

the meantime, it allocated four fields to talk about the troubles and risks 

which encounter the refugees while immigration, the alternative ways of 
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immigration, the cause of trapped people because of immigration and the 

supportive attitude of the European institutional for Palestinians' of 

Syria. 

It_ the report_ specifies a special field to explain the issue of 

Palestinians' victims and prisoners. It includes a documented survey of 

victims and prisoners for the Action Group for Palestinians'' of Syria. 

According to the report, Action Group has documented the death of 

(3247) Palestinian victim inside Syria due to the hostilities. And also 

outside Syria in their way to reach Europe or getting killed in fatal 

accidents in their new shelters since the beginning of bloody events in 

Syria till June 2016. 

During the first six months of the year 2016 (173) Palestinians passed 

away, (115) of them were civilians while (58) an armed Palestinian died 

during the fight alongside with the regime or the opposition. 

The report confirmed that there are still some camps in which all of their 

inhabitants were displaced from their own places. For instance, the 

inhabitants of Sbeina and Handarat Camps.  And other camps were 

abandoned by half or most of their people. for example, only 3000 people 

or less was left from the original population of Yarmouk camp (220,000 

people) before the events in 2011. Similarly, Sheih's camp was also 

abounded from more than the half of its people. It's now contains nearly 

12000 people out of 22000 before several years. 

The report indicates that most of the immigrant and displaced people 

have been distributed either in regime's dominance zone or in the 

opposition's dominance zone. While other immigrants chose to live in the 
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ring states (Lebanon, Syria, Jordan and Egypt), EC's countries 

(European Union's countries), East Asia and the  Americas. It also 

indicates that 80,000 Palestinian refugees have reached Europe till the 

second mid of 2016.  

It's a 120 page report which document the events and violations that 

Palestinian-Syrian refugees have been through during the first mid of 

2016 according to the observation process by a collection of field 

reporters, researchers and interested people in the Palestinian cause. 

The report introduces accurate details about the Palestinian camps and 

gatherings inside Syria in a method that portrays the standard of living, 

field, humanitarian and healthy situations for Palestinian refugees in 

Syria. In addition to the daily top stories of destruction, bombing and 

arrest. 

It's worth mentioning that there were four preceded reports had 

documented the events of the two mids of the years 2014 and 2015. In 

addition to a "situation report" and many special reports that addressed 

specific issues which are related to the Palestinian Syrian affair. 

 To download the Arabic electronic copy of the report: 

http://www.actionpal.org.uk/ar/reports/special/62016.pdf 
 

Recent News 

On Monday morning, the regime's army targeted the houses of Eastern 

and Western lane in Sheih's camp in Damascus camp.  A lot of shells fell 

http://www.actionpal.org.uk/ar/reports/special/62016.pdf
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above civilians' houses, two of the shells, which fell above the Eastern 

lane and Rida street, caused only material damages. And during the last 

two days 25 barrel bombs were dropped by the Airforce around the 

camp. In specific the areas around (Al Saeed street , Skaik and Autostrad 

Al salam) .while the news confirmed that 4 helicopters were taking their 

turns in shelling the camp which freaks the people of the camp out 

fearing from being targeted.  

 

It's noteworthy that there were no signs of any armed existence inside the 

camp. Action Group's reporters and the repeated data from NGOs inside 

the camp had also supported the same opinion. 

Yesterday, Handarat camp was being under attack with all kinds of 

bombings, while the towns and regions around it witnessed fierce clashes 

between the armed Syrian opposition groups, the regular army and Al 

Quds brigade group which follows the Syrian army. 

All refugees in the Handart camp have been forced to flee from their 

encampment after violent clashes broke out before about 1235 days 
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which ended with the opposition-controlled whereas Palestinian refugees 

live in difficult living conditions caused by displacement, continuing war 

in Syria, their repercussions on the economic situation, weak financial 

resources, widespread unemployment, rising rental houses, shelling and 

sniping and outsmart. 

On the other hand, there were several messages received from the 

Palestinian - Syrian refugees in Lebanon to the Action Group for 

Palestinians of Syria. the news about the General Security's decision was 

confirmed, which stated 300,000 lira (about 200$) on Palestinian- Syrian 

refugees who were displaced to Lebanon In order to renew their 

residence permits for six months only. 

 

In one of Action Group declarations', one of the Palestinian refugees' 

states that he was surprised when he went to the General Security in 

order to renew his residence permit then the security guy asked for 

300,000 lira (nearly 200$) to do so. Replaying for his question that the 

renewal of residence permits' process is for free; he adds that this is due 

to the new decision of General Security which, sets fees to be paid by the 
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Palestinian- Syrian in order to extend the residence permit, will be 

implemented by the beginning of September. 

In return, Palestinian – Syrian refugees demanded the embassy, 

Palestinian parties, PLO and UNRWA to do urgent procedures in order 

to push the Lebanese government to cancel the fees. 

During a telephone interview, Dr. Mahmoud Hanafi, the Palestinian 

Association for Human Rights director (Shahed), said that he 

communicated with a number of legal authorities which assured that the 

Lebanese General Security have already c this decision and circulated it 

to all general security centers. So, every Palestinian – Syrian has to pay 

the fees unless there are other international organizations  will cover the 

fees of renewing Palestinians'- Syrian residence permits in Lebanon. 

In his opinion, the Palestinian interviewer "Fayez Abu Eid," consider the 

imposition of 200$ by Lebanese government upon the Palestinians-  

Syrian refugees in Lebanon to renew their residence will cause a real 

crisis for them. Moreover, it will increase their financial burden. So any 

refugee spent all of his\her residence period (six months) he\she should 

renew his residence which cost 200$ per person. And if the family is 

consisted of 10 people it will cost 2000 $. 

Moreover, the Lebanese government considers the Palestinian refugees 

from Syria to Lebanon as " emigrants". And that means to drop its duties 

towards Palestinian refugees. The Lebanese government, General 

security in specific, witnesses political ups and downs towards the 

displaced Palestinian refugees from Syria. Sometimes it allows renewing 

the residence permits for two or three months. And after the Palestinian 
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refugee apply to get his\her residence, the procedures take too long it 

may take one month or two so that the Palestinian refugee won't have 

enough time before it is expired. To make it worse, the Lebanese 

government refuses to give the displaced Palestinians refugees any 

chance to work in Lebanon. 

The Palestinian refugees, who were displaced from Syria, suffer from 

their deteriorated situation in all fields starting from their way of living, 

economical situations and ending with social problems. Unfortunately, 

their life is getting worse with their legal situations and how they are 

humiliated and disgraced especially when they try to get some formal 

papers to facilitate their lives from the Lebanese General Security 

centers. 

 

Palestinians of Syria Numbers and Statistics until 20/9/2016 

 (15500) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Jordan. 

 (42,500) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Lebanon. 

 (6000) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Egypt, according to the 

UNRWA statistics till July 2015. 

 (8000) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Turkey. 

 (1000) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Gaza. 

 More than (79,000) Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached 

Europe till mid-2016. 

 Yarmouk Camp: siege, imposed by the Regular Army and PFGC 

groups, continued for (1190) consecutive days. Power cut 
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continued for more than (1251) days. water was cut for (741) days 

respectively. The number of siege victims is (187). 

 Sbeina Camp:  Regular Army is still forbidding the residents of the 

camp to return back to their houses for (1043) days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - All Residents have left the camp for about 

(1235) days after the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost (893) days without water and 

almost 70% of its buildings were totally destroyed. 

 Jermana, AL Saieda ZAinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs 

and Hammah: A relatively quiet situation in light of the economic 

crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Sheih road. 


